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Have you ever used a model 
which contains fitted 

parameters?

In principle, you should...
The cover of ‘’An Introduction to Error Analysis’’ by J. R. Taylor
The Montparnasse derailment, 22 October, 1895 (Paris)

If yes, did you calculated 
uncertainties?

If you give numbers without uncertainties 
to someone who doesn’t understand to ask:



What’s next? ■ Uncertainty estimation: what, why 
and how

■ Application to the UNEDF models 
The differences of the models & how they 
show up in the uncertainties

■ What did we learn?



The UNEDF models:
UNEDF0, UNEDF1, UNEDF2



Skyrme-EDF

■ The total energy  

■ Skyrme energy density                   where

    

Skyrme energy density 
(now only time-even)

density kinetic density
=∇∇’ρ(r,r’)

spin-current
~(∇’-∇) × s(r,r’) currentT=0 or T=1;

ρ0= ρn+ρp
ρ1= ρn-ρp



Skyrme-EDF

■ Some of these constants C can be related to 
nuclear matter properties and variables which 
have some physical scale 

■ Still, all the constants must be determined by 
adjusting the model to experimental data 

- different data, different parameterization 

■ Fitting always causes statistical uncertainty 



Parameters in UNEDF models pairing 
strengths

saturation 
density

E per 
nucleon at 
equilibrium

nuclear matter 
incompressibility

symmetry 
energy coeff.
and its slope

isoscalar and 
isovector 
effective mass

   x    = included in sensitivity analysis
- = fixed 

empty = boundary value



Optimization: least squares

Total number of 
data points 

Experimental 
value of an 
observable

Output of 
calculation

Weight (make difference 
dimensionless, balances)

Different 
data types

Number of 
points of a 
datatype

Number of 
parameters



Data
UNEDF0: Spherical and deformed nuclei:
   -    binding energies

- charge radii
- pairing gaps

UNEDF1: 
+ excitation energies of fission isomers

UNEDF2: 
+ single particle splittings

(UNEDF0 data)



Uncertainties



What you need for the standard deviation of an observable y: 

1. Covariance 
matrix of the model 

parameters

2. Partial derivatives 
with respect to the 

parameters.



Covariance matrix elements 
were calculated already 

earlier. 

Partial derivatives can be approximated by 
finite differences:

The program HFBTHO was used

What you need for the standard deviation of an observable y: 



Fitting always causes 
uncertainty, and we 

are able to estimate it. 

Can we gain from 
uncertainty estimation 

in other ways?



Uncertainties can reveal missing theory:

Experimental values: AME2012 Atomic Mass Evaluation



Uncertainties can reveal missing theory:
There is totally wrong 
behavior in binding energies...

Experimental values: AME2012 Atomic Mass Evaluation



Uncertainties can reveal missing theory:
There is totally wrong 
behavior in binding energies...

… but it’s not due to 
adjusting to experimental
data... 

… so it is due to the model itself.
Experimental values: AME2012 Atomic Mass Evaluation



We need uncertainties when we give predictions: 

...especially because uncertainty 
increases when going towards 

neutron rich nuclei!Experimental values: AME2012 Atomic Mass Evaluation



We need uncertainties when we give predictions 

...especially because uncertainty 
increases when going towards 

neutron rich nuclei!Experimental values: AME2012 Atomic Mass Evaluation



We can track where the major part of statistical uncertainty comes from:

UNEDF0 UNEDF2BE of Gd180

Standard deviation is the sum of 
the values in the color matrix



UNEDF0 UNEDF2

A couple of parameters 
contributing Several parameters 

contributing

BE of Gd180

We can track where the major part of statistical uncertainty comes from:



To see the overall behavior e.g. in isotopic chains: 
sum once over the parameters



Overall behavior in isotopic chains

(Row sum)



The uncertainty of 
UNEDF0 depends 

mainly on a couple 
of parameters...

Overall behavior in isotopic chains

(Row sum)



… but the situation 
has changed in later 
parameterizations.

Overall behavior in isotopic chains

(Row sum)



Eigenvectors of 
covariance matrix

○ Diagonalize the covariance 
matrix and get the 
eigenvectors

○ The biggest eigenvalues 
correspond to the most 
weakly constrained 
directions of the parameter 
space

○ A different way to represent 
uncertainties



Statistical errors represented in the eigenmode formalism
(for binding energy, the eigenvectors not shown here)



What has happened between 
UNEDF0 and UNEDF2:



The uncertainties have been reduced quite a lot 
from UNEDF0 to UNEDF2...



...but still theoretical uncertainties are far away from 
experimental precision:

Theoretician
Experimentalist

The precision can 
be of the order 
of few keV’s!The best 

precision is 
about 0.5-3 

MeV’s...



What we learned from 
the uncertainties?

We have to move from the standard 
Skyrme models to novel approaches

Even the state-of-the-art nuclear 
models give errors of the order of 
MeVs 

Uncertainties depend highly on the 
data used in fitting: 
uncertainties cannot be 
approximated by uncertainties of 
other EDFs

Bayesian approach to estimate 
uncertainties and errors?

The other side of the story: 
systematic errors??



Thank you!
More fun there


